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Live updatesLive updates, Israeli air attack on Gaza kills sons, grandchildren of Hamas chief Haniyeh
Widespread hunger in Gaza overshadows the Muslim holiday with ongoing Israeli strikes killing at least 14 Palestinians.
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‘Fiercest battles’ in east Ukraine; Russia warns France against deployment

Russian forces advance as they try to break Ukraine’s defences while Moscow scolds Paris and NATO.
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[image: Local residents react at a site of a Russian air strike, in Kharkiv, Ukraine]




Israeli air attack kills three sons of Hamas chief Ismail Haniyeh in Gaza

Haniyeh decries Israeli attack, says killings will not deter Palestinian leaders or force them to back down.
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[image: Palestinian group Hamas' top leader, Ismail Haniyeh talks after meeting with Lebanese Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri in Beirut, Lebanon June 28, 2021. REUTERS/Aziz Taher]




Why is Canada accusing India and Pakistan of election interference?

The South Asian rivals have been waging parallel influence operations in Canada, according to Ottawa’s top spy agency.
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EXCLUSIVE

Indigenous people in Philippines’s north ‘ready to fight’ as tensions rise

The remote island of Itbayat is in the eye of any conflict with China and its residents are preparing themselves.
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[image: A view of the port in Itbayat. There are jagged cliffs and rocks. A small boat is tied to the shore with ropes, People are waiting to board. The sea looks choppy. The island spreads out behind.]




As Gaza is reduced to rubble, is Serbia secretly sending weapons to Israel?

According to media reports, arms exports have grown during wartime in another sign of ever warming ties.
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[image: In this image from May 2018, Russian President Vladimir Putin, Prime Minister of Israel Benjamin Netanyahu, and Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic prepare to lay flowers at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Alexander Garden in Moscow]



EXPLAINER

When is Eid al-Fitr 2024 and how is it celebrated?

The three-day festival celebrates the completion of the fasting month of Ramadan by Muslims across the world.
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Photos: Millions of Muslims around the world celebrate Eid al-Fitr

Festivities to mark the end of Ramadan were overshadowed by the six-month war in Gaza.
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[image: A worshipper performs an Eid al-Fitr prayer, marking the end of the Muslims' holy fasting month of Ramadan, in Tehran, Iran,]
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What do Texan red heifers have to do with Al-Aqsa and a Jewish temple?

Temple Movement’s plan to sacrifice the cattle seen as step towards its goal of building the Third Temple over Al-Aqsa.
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[image: This picture taken on April 27, 2023 shows red heifer cows imported from the US by the Boneh Israel ("Building Israel") organisation, feeding at a farm in Hamadya near the northern city of Beit Shean. With imported red cows, ancient hymns and growing support, some nationalist Jews hope to rebuild their temple in Jerusalem's Old City, at a site at the heart of Israeli-Palestinian tensions. (Photo by JACK GUEZ / AFP)]




Iran’s Khamenei blasts Israel, West for ‘bloody’ Gaza war in Eid speech

In response, Israel threatens a direct attack if Iran uses its own territory to retaliate.
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